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a tale of love and death from the makers of parchedi waale sameedaade. girgit season 1 is based on
the love story of ranbir and janhvi. they meet each other for the first time at a wedding and are
completely against their love and get involved into a long, psychological, yet humorous tale of a
dysfunctional couple. you can watch or download all the episodes of girgit season 1 only on mx
player for free. the series is also available on alt balaji platform but not for free, you will need to buy
a subscription package. there are torrent sites like filmyzilla, filmygod, 123mkv, movierulz, 1337x,
yts, etc.,; where you may find the leaked version of the series girgit season 1 available for free
download. so you can watch or download the series from there, however, that is not legal as these
websites do not own the copyrights of the movies or series that they upload online on their website.
mx player, being a free streaming platform, offers unlimited number of series and movies to watch
and is also giving tough competition to other ott platforms that come with a subscription fee. this ott
platform has a good collection of movies and series that you can binge-watch over the weekend.
with mx player, you will never feel short of content, still if you are confused about choosing one,
girgit season 1 can be the one that can offer you lighthearted weekend; especially if you are into
watching series related to murder and mystery. the key characters in the series, alka, jagga, shiv,
kavi and rupali are such that they make you go crazy over them, yet they don’t seem to get away
despite being caught. in one episode, alka ditches rupali just to play a prank. however, being a
woman with faith, rupali just says, “please leave me alone; my fate is in god’s hands.” she is more of
a woman than a beast. i see why girgit has been immensely popular. every episode is perfectly
crafted and very funny.
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girgit is a very recent show, and the production is fresh and lively. the web series is released by
filmmakers, santosh shetty and sujan kohli, who previously made a movie called kus biswas.directed

by santosh shetty & sujan kohlifilmed by sujan kohliedited by sujan kohli the makers bring out the
story of the weird couple, janhvi and ranbir, for you to enjoy, who continuously run into problems.
janhvi dreams of becoming an actress and wants to be the first to get an opportunity with an a&r
agent. however, she is more interested in her husband’s company than her own.but, the problems

that the couple faces are endless. each time they run into a problem, both try to find a solution, but
it is their attempts that lead them into bigger troubles. the situations get tense for them, as the

series takes a twist and escalates to the funniest parts.every minute of girgit makes one crazy.go
and watch girgit season 1 now. the show girgit was highly praised by critics and fans alike for its

theme, treatment, characters, music and technology. since its release, the show won rave reviews
and quickly became a success. when the series was over, many fans were sad to see it go. but there

were no signs of the post-series conclusion. after that, director santosh shetty released a promo
song of the show, to keep fans updated of the future.background:the show is based on the hindi web-

drama of the same name girgit. it revolves around the malhotra family and their lives. the show
premiered on 29 may, 2016 and is aired on tv channel balaji every monday at 9:00 pm. the actress,
taniya kapoor is the creator of this show. a facebook page named as girgit fan club was created at

the time of the release of this show. the show has been met with a lot of success and has garnered a
cult following. the show has been titled as ‘the ganapativardh’ by the fans of the show.plot:the new
web-series girgit is an eerie thriller telling a story of how people lead such a beautiful life. it revolves

around the married couple malhotra. they reside in a beautiful house in noida with their daughter
aanchal. their neighbors however, suspect them for the murder of an ordinary family man named
govardhan who was residing in the house. the unexpected murders lead to the family fall into a

spiral of fear and suspicion.cast:suresh oberoi as malhotra, anushka sharma as aanchal malhotra,
aditi tiwari as nimrit, ranvir shorey as govardhan, pinky anand as vidhi, monal gajjar as ravi, prithvi

zutshi as prem, alka amin as kamal, rammi singh as jeevan, akash thakur as gombrun, achuta sehgal
as damyanti, shantanu maity as sivanand, isha sharvani as rajni.source: mymovies.com 5ec8ef588b
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